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16 Months
It's been 16 months since we locked the front door at Bowker Street
not knowing what the future would hold. We immediately put into
place a wide range of virtual supports many of which continue
including zoom calls. There have been a series of milestones which
have occurred since then including on July 20th when we reopened
the building and February 2 when we began giving out COVID
vaccine shots at Bay Cove's main office.
On August 16th on site meals return to Center Club. These are
"milestones" which we could never have imagined a few years ago
but they are hopeful signs that the community that we all work so
hard in developing and sustaining is alive and well.
As the weeks and months pass we expect to resume many of our
pre-Covid activities with the health and safety of our whole
community guiding us. Please keep an eye out for program
updates.
To quote the great American poet, Robert Frost, "The best way out is
always through."

-Mary Gregorio
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BOOKS
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News from the Employment Unit
Things are busy and getting
busier in the employment unit.
Members are both getting new
jobs and pursuing training to
enter new career fields. Since
the beginning of the year, four
members have found new jobs
and many members are working
and excelling in their current
positions. Some of these
members include Kathleen
Sifuentes, who celebrated three
years at Star Market this past
April, Todd Simms, who is
celebrating three years with
SecurAmerica and Amazon this
year, and Ricardo Perez, who
has now been with Northeast
Security for four years. When
asked about her job at Star
Market, Kathleen noted that
“initially it was a struggle, but
once I got into it, it felt very
natural to me.” Todd described
enjoying the challenge of his job
at Amazon, and Ricardo reports
enjoying “helping the students
and parents,” and that he tries to
“instill confidence with parents
that their children will be
protected.”
There are also many members
who are pursuing career
training. Arlene Hohneker has
completed the
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CVS Pharmacy Training
program offered by the Polus
Center for Social and Economic
Development. She reported
that, “the course really
challenges you, it was a fast
track program with a lot of
homework and an expectation
that you can’t be late to class.”
Gilbert Taylor has been
participating in the CVS Retail
Training program and described
his experience in the program as
“basically learning how to
navigate all the things the
employer wants you to do” and
that “the program is very useful
for those who want to work at
CVS.” Noga Pacas is taking her
interest in the healthcare field to
pursue a certificate in Central
Processing through Bunker Hill
Community College. This is a
specialized program focused on
maintaining surgical equipment.
She is excited to have found her
niche within the healthcare field.
These highlights are just a few
of the many accomplishments
and activities that members
have been involved with
recently.

It is a testament to their
persistence and creativity in
finding the right professional
opportunity. If you have a
professional goal that you wish to
pursue, please reach out to Kate
or Ryan. They look forward to
helping you pursue your
professional goals.

.

Looking for a job?
Interested in going to a
training program?
Stop by the
Employment Unit and
speak with Kate Fazio.
Feel free to come to
the Employment Unit
meeting weekly, on
Wednesdays at 2:00
pm.
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Health and Wellness
Walk for your health
by Rose Dipiro
I’ve been going on weekly Tuesdays walks with
Robin every week since the beginning. I think the
walks are very nice, it’s nice to socialize with other
members and get in exercise at the same time.
Since I joined the walking group, I’ve increased my
physical activity and lost 4 pounds. Every week, we
walk a different route, and members can choose the
route we take, such as walking by the aquarium to
see the seal or by the waterfront. I hope more
members come and join us on the walk.

Photo Above: Left to right- Rose D, Robin C, Gilbert T,
Melinda B, Steve O, and Pierre L
Left Photo: Left to right-Pierre L, Robin C, Rose D,
Melinda B, Steve O, and Jennifer C
Both Photos by Michael Barker

Interested in joining the walking group,
currently we have two walking groups a
week. They are on Tuesdays and
Wednesday at 11:30, both walks start from
Center Club.
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The long days of summer
by: Kok Win Chu

Social Life

In the summertime of 2021, in the first
day of summer, John and I headed
down to Wellfleet cape cod. John and
his family have a cottage down there. I
went to the flea market and bargain
with the merchants. We also went
shopping in Provincetown then to a
winery. The Truro lighthouse is under
construction. We went to the ocean
every day. We saw seals and wildlife
around the ocean that made me feel
happy and relaxing. The birds were
chirping early in the morning and
evening near the cottage and near Gull
pond, where we swam. The ocean and
gull pond inspire me to write poems.
The sunsets were beautiful.

Andrea met Brad Marchand and was
able to pose with him. Photo taken by
Maureen Imbergamo
Right: Lynn C. and Rose C. pose outside
of Franklin Park Zoo light show
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Preparing Cinco de Mayo special
lunch

Mother's Day Picnic:
Virginia: "I enjoyed the picnic, it was
really nice."
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Celebrating the 4th of July in Revere Beach
Photos by Michael Barker
Below: Photos: By John Gardner
Kok Win and I went canoeing on the Concord
River on Sunday. It was sunny and near 90
degrees, but felt cooler on the water. It was a
lot of fun, healing, and uplifting. We also
went to the local library where they not only
lend books, but sell them. I found a book on
Parachuting, and Kok Win bought a romance
novel. It was a good trip.
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Quack! Quack!
Taking a tour around Boston on a Duck Boat,
June 29th and July 22. Special thanks to
NAMI Cambridge/Middlesex for providing a
grant which made this activity possible.

"IT WAS AN OUT OF THE ORDINARY EXPERIENCE.
I LIKED THE CEILING OF THE BOAT WHICH HAD
THE NAMES AND RANKS OF THE SERVICE PEOPLE
WHO HAD TAKEN A TOUR ON THE BOAT. I, ALSO,
SAW A SINGLE SWAN IN THE RIVER NEAR THE
SCIENCE MUSEUM."
-CHRISTINE M

"I enjoyed the duck tour, it was a nice experience. The driver and tour guide were very nice. I learned a lot of
facts about Boston, and being a Boston resident all of my life, I was very surprised. One of the things I learned
about, wall all the historical graveyards in Boston. I think everybody had a great time. Even if you’re a Boston
resident like me, I would recommend going on the duck tour."
-Rose D.
PULSEBEAT
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Quack! Quack!
"It was really fun and very
exciting to go into the water.
The tour guide was very
informative and insightful.
Any questions we had were
welcomed and open. People
seemed to be uplifted from
the experience."
-Rose C.

"My favorite part of the tour
was the tour guide, because he
had a good sense of humor and
kinda looked like a Nascar
"I thought it was great, I
driver. " -Anthony L
would definitely go again
if I had the chance"
"The ride was fun. This
-Fred H.

history I learned was
interesting. It was the first
time I saw the skateboard
park, which I did not know
existed."
-Jay H.
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Photos taken by
Michael Barker
and
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A Walk Through
Boston’s
Chinatown
by Christine McGrory

On the afternoon of Sunday,
May 16, 2021, I had the
opportunity to take a virtual
tour of Boston’s Chinatown,
led by Jacqueline Church of
the Cambridge Center for
Adult Education, along with
three other attendees. Ms.
Church teaches cooking, is a
freelance writer and leads
tours in Chinatown about its
history and what it means for
food. She is half Japanese,
born outside the United
States.

Community
Her husband is half Chinese,
born outside the United
States, and Ms. Church
passed his “Auntie’s Test,”
around the rituals of food
and the order in which it is
served devised by her
prospective husband’s aunts
Before Chinatown was home
to a high population of
Asians and Asian Americans,
it was populated, in order, by
the Irish, the Italians, the
Syrians and the Lebanese. It
was, at one time, known as
Syriatown. Before that,
however, it was populated by
native peoples: the
Wampanoag, the Pawtucket
and the Massachusetts.

According to Wikipedia,
Boston’s Chinatown is the only
surviving historic, ethnic
Chinatown in New England,
after the demise of Chinatowns
in Providence, Rhode Island
and Portland, Maine, in the
1950’s. Chinatown has many
Chinese and Vietnamese
restaurants. It is one of the
most densely populated
residential areas in Boston and
is the largest center of Asian
and Southeast Asian cultural
life. Chinatown borders the
Common, Downtown Crossing,
the Washington Street Theater
District, Bay Village, the South
End and the South East
Expressway/Mass. Pike. It is one
of the largest Chinatowns
outside of New York city. The
traditional gate, the Paifang
Gate, at the entrance to
Chinatown was gifted to
Boston by Taiwan in 1982. It
spans Beech Street and is
symbolic as an entryway for
guests visiting Chinatown and
an entryway for immigrants
who are still settling here.
.(Continued on page 3)
Left: Paifang Gate in
Chinatown
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Ms. Church said that
Chinatown is suffering from a
Triple Pandemic: the
Coronavirus, real estate
pressures and gentrification
and racism and xenophobia.
The Massachusetts tourism
industry has lost $20 billion
dollars during the Pandemic
and the restaurant industry
has lost $7 billion. Chinatown
has lost billions of dollars
from people not coming to
celebrate the Lunar New Year
and the August Moon Festival.
Ms. Church said people come
to her to find where “The”
best place to eat in
Chinatown is. She said that
this is one question with
many answers. She said that
the solution is to order food
that is fresh or to order food
that other people are eating
that looks good. Menus are
not always very helpful.
There are regional cuisines,
from geographic divisions.
Among these are Chengdu,
Guangzhou, and Fuzhou.
Some places are known for
rice and some for wheat.
Wikipedia states that
Cantonese cuisine is the
cuisine of the Guangdong
province of China, particularly
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April 2021
Photo by: Robert Sollenberger
the provincial capital,
Jade Garden Restaurant on
Guangzhou and the
Tyler Street has a wonderful
surrounding regions in the
dish of pea shoots. They have
Pearl River Delta, including
some dishes that are more
Hong Kong and Macau.
winter dishes and some that
Cantonese flavors are mild,
are more spring.
fresh, natural and slightly
sweet. The Cantonese chef’s
Ms. Church says that the
goal to bring out the original
Chinese value country, region
flavor of the vegetable, meat
and dialect. They respect
or fruit. Canton is the origin of ancestors and future
dim sum houses. Dim sum is
descendants.
a large range of small dishes
served in steamer baskets or
In Chinatown, there are
plates for breakfast or lunch.
herbalists, where people can
buy natural remedies for
A Taiwanese café might
ailments and markets where
feature a hot pot or a fish
a variety of goods are sold
fillet. There were originally
and where there is usually a
seventeen ethnic groups in
manager who can work with
Taiwan. Szechuan food is
non -Chinese-speaking
similar to Taiwanese food
people.
because people fled to
Taiwan. Szechuan uses a lot of Note: Information from the
spices or oil.
four preceding paragraphs
came from Mms. Church
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My journey to Center Club
By Jacques Fleury
My name is Jacques Fleury. I am what most
long established members would consider a
budding new arrival to Center Club. However,
what most of you may not know, is that I have
been to the club before... over 10 years ago.
You see, I was enrolled in a college
programs in Family Development and Human
Services and I interviewed for an internship at
the club. Back then, I remember the place was
a bevy of activities before the contamination
and permeation of Covid-19 onto the world
stage. But my story before that is most
definitely worth mentioning.
I am originally from the Caribbean island of
Haiti, the first independent black nation in
history! My paternal great grandfather was a
white man from France, my paternal
grandmother was biracial with blond hair and
green eyes (Caucasian/Haitian). According to
my DNA test from ancestry.com, I am 12
percent European and 88 percent African and
Afro-Haitian. Let me elaborate on why I am
sharing this information with you.
I am a poet, live theater reviewer, certified
Tutor and author of three books and included in
two national anthologies with a college degree
in Liberal Arts and a diploma in Computer
Programming and Business Communications. I
am also a certified human service provider and
citizenship instructor. My most recent book,
germane to the times and published in 2019, is
entitled “Chain Letter To America: The One
Thing You Can Do To End Racism, A Collection
of Essays, Fiction and Poetry Celebrating
Multiculturalism available at the Harvard Book
Store and worldwide online. In the age of racial,
class and ethnic divisions, I wanted to write a
book that celebrates us all as bits and pieces of
one another and that we should “celebrate” our
PULSEBEAT

differences rather than ostracize, vilify or
castigate each other for it.
Speaking of “differences”, Center Club can
be perceived as a microcosm of
multiculturalism. Since I have been coming
here, I have encountered members of multiple
races and ethnicities. The ideology of
“otherness” as portrayed by mainstream media
and systematically regulated by government
officials, does not seem to exist here, at least at
first glance. So far I have been to a few events,
had wonderful talks with my assigned staff,
Ryan and intake coordinator Florence, and
used the computers. I look forward to joining
writing groups and attending many more live
events to come, like the upcoming duck tours
trip.
After spending a much too protracted time
alone writing my books and performing at
colleges and universities (e.g. Northeastern
/Harvard Universities) I decided to join the club
to de-isolate from literary and erudite pursuits to
join the broader community of my peers to find
empathy and camaraderie among other club
members. I look forward to many more years at
the Center Club of Boston and getting to know
as many of you as I possibly can in this colossal
space of gathering! Feel free to come up and
say hi if you run into me, I would be much
obliged. Copies of my latest book Chain Letter
To America… was purchased on amazon by
Mary and is available to all at the club! Also, For
more information, visit Jacques at:
www.authorsden.com/jacquesfleury
**********************************************
Jacques Fleury is a Haitian-American Poet,
Author, Educator and a graduate studies
student at Harvard University online. His book
Chain Letter to America: The One Thing You
Can Do to End Racism, A Collection of Essays,
Fiction and Poetry Celebrating Multiculturalism
is available at The Harvard Book Store and
Amazon.
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I was never afraid...
By Helen Cheltenham
I’m beginning this article under
the premise that Mary will get to
read it. However, if it turns out to
be quite long, due to time limits,
one of her staff may have to
summarize it for her. Since I
became homeless last year,
Center Club and the Night
Center, where I ended up
spending most of my time, were
there when I needed them the
most.
There were trying times spent
when I became soaked by torrids
of rainfall or blankets of snow
that occurred when I was
sleeping on a cement bench near
the Haymarket Police Station.
While there, I had only one
harrowing experience. This
experience gave me perspective.
Meanwhile, Mary got me a
sleeping bag and Alison ordered
me another -- This assured me
that I was always warm,
notwithstanding the times when
I got soaked at times. However,
even though this happened, Mary
always allowed her staff to let me
in the building to change, wash
and dry my clothes, and to get
warm.
Then I got sick. This would have
been a trying time for me, but
Mary allowed Alison to
accompany me to my medical
appointments. Therefore, I felt no
stress, because Alison was there
at every turn. Therefore, she was
always there with me, even
PULSEBEAT

before I went into the operating
room. Since she was there, our
pleasant interchange and her
sharing stories with me was the
last sound I remembered going
in, and the first thing I
remembered in recovery.
In fact, Alison’s presence
throughout my medical ordeal,
showed me what I’ve always felt
about Center Club; that I had a
very supportive family -- Mary,
Alison, Chris, Amy, Robin, Ryan,
and others. They provided me
with food, clothing, toiletries,
and shelter. And, Dawn, from
the Night Center, listened
whenever I told her I had an
early morning medical
appointment, and felt too tired
to go.
Dawn, being the kind person
she was, discreetly gave me
clothing or her staff gave me
toiletries and clothing, because I
felt so uncomfortable, having to
be examined if I didn’t feel
clean. Center Club and the
Night Center also provided me
with a kind of space where I had
time to think about my future.
This is where Bay Cove Human
Services became so serviceable.
To this end, my case manager,
was there to help me with my
housing search. Therefore, I
eventually found an apartment
because the housing manager
took a chance on me after being
evicted in early 2020. Since
then, I have been in a “stable
environment”.
Mary gave me a much needed
gift certificate to buy household
goods. And, she gave me some

small appliances and other
household goods which added
to my adjustment overall.
Having my case manager help
me was tantamount to getting
things done, because, neither
he, Mary, Alison, or anyone else
supporting me realized the
degree of my pain. However, as
they were present, I was able to
push on.
Clearly, I’ve always had faith, but
the Lord put so many angels in
my path. Angels such as Jennifer
and Gregory, who brought me a
nice bagged meal every
weekend. And, warm socks, a
warm sweater and a great long
sleeved shirt from my favorite
player, Kevin Durant. I told her
that I would sleep in her sweater
whenever I felt cold.
Moreover, Mary gave me a warm
throw to help me stay warm.
Apparently, my illness
contributed to my feelings as I
did, so Mary gave her staff
permission to find me clothes
from the Dresser: sweatpants
and sweaters. These are clothing
that made going to bed so
much more comfortable. I must
also say that it was Chris' and
Amy's choices of clothing and
food items that was a bridge to
acquiring groceries. And, the
fact that my case manager took
me to NJ’s, to shop once a
month -- this made my
groceries affordable, to say the
least.
(continued on page 13)
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In addition, I don’t want to
forget my angels, from
construction crews that
included Dominique, who
spoke with me every morning,
John whose wife sent me
snacks and gave me socks, a
hat, and a very warm scarf,
which are cherished by me
even now. And Brittany, a
baaad! baaad! female
construction worker who
brought me cold water on hot
summer days, even when I
was asleep, at times, and
when I never had any idea she
had been there.
Finally, I have to mention all
the people who gave me
money. This was money I
didn’t need, because I was
being provided with all my
needs: food, clothing and
shelter. Then, one day, an
unexpected angel
approached me when trying
to move along with my
broken rollator; I had fallen
with it a few times. But, by the
grace of God, I never got
injured. This angel says to me,
”I have a wagon in my truck
that I was using to take things
to the beach, would you like
it? I’m no longer using it.” I
wondered about what kind of
wagon this could be, so I said,
”Yes.”
Turns out, this was a heavy
duty wagon, with large, finely
PULSEBEAT

constructed wheels. It also
folded in half. To say the
least, I was able to fit
everything I owned and my
rollator in the wagon. And
regardless of its contents,
even though one of the
Night Center’s security
officers often commented
on what I had, he always
allowed me to bring it in at
night. Then, whenever I
told Mary I had medical
appointments, she always
allowed me to leave it at
Center Club, so I didn’t

have to lug it on the trolley,
bus, and around the hospital.
Besides, if I had to do so, it
would’ve never fit in any of
my doctor’s offices.
So, thank all of you as well as
the workers, security, and
Director Dawn, from the
Night Center, because if you
weren’t there, I’m sure my
predicament - health
problems and homelessness
would have turned out
differently for me.
Consequently, I was never
afraid…

In Concord...
By John Gardner
The image was taken at St. Joeseph's Cemetery, the Week of
Memorial Day: 2021. There were many Rhododendrons in bloom
all over the grounds that Week. The whole Cemetery was like a
Botanical Garden exploding with color which everyone found very
uplifting! The highlight of the Week for me was not only planting
the flags, but bearing witness to such beautiful plants and trees
everywhere...
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Remembering our Veterans
by John Gardner
The annual Memorial Day Flag planting project took place
in May and was a big success. I was asked to lead the
project this year, and did my best. Mary helped out
immensely! We both made a dozen trips to St. Joseph's
Cemetery to help members Joe, Harry, Adan, Rose,
Gilbert, Kok Win and Michael plant 1500 American flags,
over many hours, in stiffling heat and at times heavy rain,
at the graves of U.S. Service Men and Woman. Some of
our members have family members who served in the
military so participating in this project is very personal. This
was the 6th year that we planted flags in unison with
Veteran's Department of Affairs (located near the Club),
who provide flags each year- for which we are very
grateful! St. Jospeh's Cemetery in May is very beautiful
each spring, with purple Rhododendron bushes in full
bloom. A vast array of wildlife call the cemetery home, from
rabbits to raccoons, to otters and chip monks. Listening to
the birds was particularly uplifting. The cardinals, blue jays
and robins were very vocal singing a variety of songs all
day long. We all had a lot of fun, and can't wait for next
year's planting project to begin.

Harry N. at St. Joseph's Cemetery
Photo by John Gardner

Center Club's New Podcast!
If you see some members huddled around on the
conference table on Wednesday afternoons, wearing
headphones and chatting into microphones, you may be
wondering exactly what is going on. Well, that's just Center
Club's new podcast group. What is a podcast? It's like a
radio show, only instead of being on the air, the shows are
uploaded to the internet. There's a great advantage to that.
With a radio show, you need to be in the area where the
show is broadcast, but with a podcast, anyone with the
internet can access your show anytime. We are embracing
this exciting new technology here at the club with a weekly
group that convenes every Wednesday to prepare and
create a show. Once we begin production, we will post the
weekly episodes on the internet for members - and
everyone else - to hear. The still-to-be-named show will
feature stories and information presented by
PULSEBEAT

clubhouse members. Jay Morris will be hosting
regular segments on issues of health and wellness,
for example. John Gardner will be telling
entertaining stories from his vast experiences
traveling the globe. And that's just the beginning.
If you'd like to learn how to create a podcast, have
your voice heard, or just have some fun watching
the shows come together, we invite you to join us
Wednesday afternoons, 1pm in the conference
room on the Third Floor. We hope to see you
there.
PAGE 14
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Center Club's Book
Spotlight group, finished
their first book, Black Buck
by Mateo Askaripour, in
June.
What follows is part of the
final discussion, answers
are from Lee Guerrero.
How did Black Buck result
in such a realistic ending?
I think the author wanted to
identify with the reader the
same way a reader identifies
with the writer. People meet
and a spark is initiated by
common traits acquired
through life, in the end we
are left to think for ourselves.
What were your
expectations going into this
read?
My expectation was to have
read a book with instruction
on how to implement
strategies for everyday hustle.
This book diverted and
delivered with great
confidence that although the
story is in fact about stepping
up there was an underlying
storyline about progression &
disadvantage.
Were you eager to continue
the read and was it worth
the weekly set readings?
Fully content! It was a pleasure
speaking weekly about each
PULSEBEAT

books
about each chapter we'd review to
offer input and great remarks.
Which Character intrigued you
most?
Rose was my favorite. She is filled
with much passion, spunk and
readiness for whatever is to come
her way.
Was this your first fiction?
Yes, delighted to have been my
first fictional story that was filled
with so much realism and real
world circumstances.
Who would you recommend
this book to?
To any reader seeking tribute to
their own journey and self
reflection.

Interested in taking
part in the book club,
feel free to contact
Gabi at 617-788-1098
and we'll provide you
with a copy of the
next book, "a visit
from the goon squad"
by Jennifer Egan
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Let Life In
By Jacques Fleury
"Life doesn’t happen TO you, life happens
FOR you!"
Says the butterfly to the flower.
A visceral light descends from nowhere land,
Like happenstance squatting on a cloud
dance.
Let there be LIFE!
I am nothing if not the product of country and
continuity.
Country lives within me, I live within
continuity.
What is life if not a series of continuous
shenanigans from
Way back when, when life first began.
Be cautious but let them happen.
Hurt and hate,
Lust and love,
Money and Power,
Are portals to growth and understanding.
Don't waste time wishing for what isn't,
Bask in the glory of what is and
Let the moment delve into development.
Yank the shades,
Tout the horns,
Ring the bells,
Let life in, and find meaning!
Drawing by Lynn Campbell

Arts and Leisure

Photo by Jacques Fleury"
Taking into consideration of what is going on
around the world and in America, with the
rampant Covid 19 epidemic, contentious
elections and presidencies, combative race
relations and International conflicts, I was
inspired to take this photograph while on a
contemplative walk around the historic Hatch
Shell on the Charles River (where the 4th of
July U.S. independence day celebrations
happen) in Boston, Massachusetts, USA."

Photo by John Gardner
PULSEBEAT
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Matriz Divina
por: Adan Palacios
Dios le habló al profeta Elias diciendo que se
marchara de ese lugar porque lo querían matar
por predicar la religión. Le ordenó que se fuera
a un riachuelo donde se encontraba una
pequeña cabana. Elias partió y estuvo un
tiempo donde los cuervos le llevaban comida
diario. Dios le volvió hablar y dijo que saliera de
ahí porque corría peligro y lo mandó al desierto
tenía que llegar donde estuvieran 2 palmeras
juntas camino muchas millas. Lo cogió una
tormenta de arena, siguió caminado más millas
y a fin encontró lo que dios le dijo. Se sentó y
los cuervos le trajeron de comer, ahí estuvo
dos meses y dios le dijo que se fuera al pueblo
donde encontraría una viuda y ahí se
hospedaría. La encontró y le dijo si podía
quedarse en su casa. Ella le contestó que no
tenia suficiente comida. Elias le dijo que

Photo by: John Gardner
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Dios proveerá, pero la viuda tenía un hijo al cual
adoraba. Era feliz con su hijo. Un día la viuda subió
al cuarto de Elias muy presurosa. Le dijo llorando
que su hijo había muerto. Elias bajó rápidamente al
cuarto de niño, lo veo y estaba ya con rictus de
muerte. Elias lo tocó y dijo al señor dios, “Te pido
por favor que lo resucites” De cielo bajo una luz
divina, Elias tocó la frente de niño y el se empezó a
mover. La viuda todavía con lágrimas en sus ojos,
lo abrazó y lo llenó de besos. Elias elevó sus
manos al cielo y le dio gracias a dios.Yo viendo
esto, le pedí que me diera ese don para resucitar a
mi madre, mas dios no me escucho. Blasfeme y
muy triste me fui a dormir, en mi sueño dios me
habló y me dijo, “Hijo mío, yo te di a tu madre
durante 86 años, para que la amaras pero ella ya
cumplio su misión en esta tierra. Tú hijo mío,
mañana verás la luz.” Me puse a pensar y me dije,
aunque esté muy triste ahora mi madre está con la
matriz divina.
Please wake up
By Roseanne Reid
Eyes wide open
you do not see
what is there within
you and me
look beyond the pupil's soul
-Please wake up
Gaze deeper
my window is a mirror
lock within
my heart
now the soul
what do you see
-Please wake up
A vision so lovely
only the heart can see
The touch of your hand
can only complete me
-Please wake up
These eyes belong to Who?
The image you view
has always been you
-Please wake up
PAGE 17
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Let's go the movies
MOVIE REVIEW: THE COURIER
By Alan R. Baptista
Directed by Dominic Cooke
Written by Tom O'Connor
Starring: Benjamin
Cumberbatch, Merab Ninidze,
Vladmir Chuprikov, James
Schofield, Rachel Brosnahan,
Anton Lesser, Jessie Buckly
Historical Drama, Espionage
Rated PG-13
On Thursday, April 15th, Gabi
Aguilar accompanied twenty
members of Center Club to AMC
Lowes Cinemas on Boston
Common for a private screening
of the movie “The Courier.” For
only two dollars, we enjoyed a
great film, popcorn and a
beverage. It was wonderful to
have an entire cinema to
ourselves! Thank you, Center
Club!
Fast and Furious
By Anne Brennan
My rating:
Summary: Family sticks up for
family, one man owed money on
his car. To get the money two guys
raced through the city to see which
car would last the longest. After
one guy won he returned the car.
Problem solved and the two guys
respected each other. He did not
have to give back the money.

“The Courier” is a true spy thriller
about a British businessman
who was instrumental in
defusing the Cuban Missile
Crisis. Benedict Cumberbatch
gives a pitch-perfect
performance as Greville Wynne,
the real-life unassuming British
businessman who reluctantly
gets recruited by the United
Kingdom's MI-6 and a CIA
operative played by Rachel
Brosnahan. His mission is to
form a covert partnership with a
Soviet officer to get information
to the US in order to prevent a
nuclear confrontation. Merab
Ninidze portrays Oleg
Penkovsky, the Soviet officer
who plays his role with the
adequate gravity of a man who
is risking his life as he is
ultimately perpetrating a
treasonous act in order to avoid

war. Brosnahan as Emily
Donovan is effective as the
empathetic, reassuring CIA
agent. Abel Korzeniowski's
musical score is taut and
heightens the suspense
throughout the film. There is not
a dull moment in the movie,
thanks to the skilled direction of
Dominic Cooke. I highly
recommend “The Courier.”

because it had a lot of action. It showed how family sticks
together through thick and thin and how important family
is. I would recommend this movie for adults because it
had a lot of action but some was violent.

My favorite character is Vin Diesel.
He played a loving guy. In the
movie he met his son that he didn’t
know about. I liked the movie
PULSEBEAT
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(The United States vs. Billie Holiday)
would become the second Black
actress to win Best Actress. However,
Frances McDormand (Nomadland)
93RD ANNUAL OSCARS
unexpectedly took that honor.
CEREMONY MAKES MISSTEPS
Secondly, the frontrunner for Best
By Alan R. Baptista
Actor was the late Chadwick Boseman
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts (Ma Rainey's Black Bottom). His
widow was poised to collect the Oscar
and Sciences (AMPAS), the
on his behalf, as she had done for
organization which presents the
every other major award. Instead,
Oscars, proudly announced that this
years ceremony would be like nothing Anthony Hopkins name was called
out, the audience offered polite but
we have seen in the past. They also
quiet applause, and Mr. Hopkins did
boasted that the nominees reflected
not even appear via satellite. What an
diversity and inclusion. Well, they
embarrassment that was.
made a few misteps.
Regarding diversity and inclusion
What I witnessed on Sunday,
the Academy is improving but could
April 26th on ABC was not much
do better. They still ignore brilliant
different than past ceremonies. Of
course, due to the covid19 restrictions, Black filmmakers like Spike Lee. It
makes no sense that they did not
they moved to a smaller venue with
include Lee's film “Da 5 Bloods,”
fewer audience members. The red
Regina King's directorial debut “One
carpet still happened, albeit without
screaming fans. As they have done on Night in Miami,” and “Ma Rainey's
several occaisions, they did not have a Black Bottom” in the Best Picture
category. Lee and King would
host. Yet the mundane patter uttered
definitely be worthy contenders for
by each presenter was – as always –
unwelcome. There is no wonder that Best Director as well.
I think the Academy played it
they reached an all time low rating of
9.85 million viewers. Of course, none safe and is rather conventional when
they voted “Nomadland” as Best
of the eight Best Picture nominees
Picture. Yes, it is wonderful that they
were blockbusters, so that does not
chose an Asian woman, Chloe Zhoa,
draw in an audience either.
as Best Director. But I am sorry folks,
One big embarrassment was
I think “Nomadland” is the most
switching the order of the final
awards. Normally, Best Picture is the overrated film of the year. I feel that
the combination of genres –
last award presented. This year, Best
documentary and fiction – clash, not
Actress and Best Actor were the final
two. It seems clear that this was done serving the narrative well. There
were far more worthy films
because the Academy and the show's
nominated that were also more
producers were expecting a dramatic
and emotional ending. Changing the relevant to our current times: “Judas
and the Black Messiah,” “The Trial of
order made two terrible oversights
the Chicago 7” and “Ma Rainey's
look even worse.
Black Bottom” all were masterful films
First, there was the assumption
that dealt with racism and freedom of
that either Viola Davis (Ma Rainey's
speech.
Black Bottom) or Andra Day

Film
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“Minari” told the story of the
American dream from an imigrant
Korean family's perspective.
The Academy has made strides
though. It does deserve cudos for the
following winners this year:
1. Chloé Zhao is the first woman of
color (and second woman ever) to
win Best Director for Nomadland.
2. Yuh-jung Youn (Minari) became
the first Korean actor to win an
Academy Award as Best Supporting
Actress.
3. The Sound of Metal won the Oscar
for Best Achievement in Film Editing
and for Best Sound, in which the film
crafted an environment that was
inclusive for both the hearing and
Deaf communities.
4. Mia Neal and Jamika Wilson are
the first Black winners in Best
Makeup and Hairstyling for Ma
Rainey's Black Bottom.
5. Travon Free became the first Black
winner in the Best Live-Action Short
category for Two Distant Strangers.
6. H.E.R. won an Oscar for Best
Original Song. “Fight for You,” from
Judas and the Black Messiah. The song
explores the films themes of racial
injustice and civil rights.
7. Soul, Disney/Pixar's first film to
feature a Black lead character, won
Best Animated film and Best Score.
One of the composers was Jean
Batiste.
Hopefully next year will see even
more diverse nominees. It would also
be refreshing if they would eliminate
some of the glib and monotonous
patter and put some new life into the
show. I do think there is something to
be said for bringing back a capable
host who can keep the proceedings
moving at a swifter and steadier pace.
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Eating Out
Restaurant Review:
Dino's Cafe
141 Salem St, Boston, MA
by Rose Dipiro, Kathleen
Sifuentes, Scott McConnell
Cost: $15-25

Kathleen: Overall, I thought the experience was
positive. I had the shrimp scampi. The shrimp were
cooked well, but i do think the sauce was a bit too
watery for my liking. I also thought the serving was
too small, I was only given 5 shrimp. I would like to
come again and try something else on the menu,
maybe a sub.

On August 12, Center Club's
Cuisine Tasters had their first
outing since January 2020.
While looking for a restaurant to
visit, one of the criteria members
wanted, was the ability to sit
outside. After searching and
doing some research, Dino's
Cafe, a small family-owned
restaurant in the North End was
selected.
Scott: I had the chicken
parmesan on top of pasta with a
side of meatballs. and a root
beer. I enjoyed my meal. I think
members should come here and
find out how good the Italian food
is for dinner. I would also
recommend you come back one
more time to taste different
things. All the food coming out
from the kitchen looks good. I
dont have anything negative to
say about the restaurant

PULSEBEAT

Rose: I had chicken, broccoli, ziti with a cream
sauce. My dish was good, but I thought the serving
was too big. It came with a lot of chicken, so i could
not finish it. Overall, I thought it was good and would
recommend this restaurant. The service was good
too.
Do you love to eat out? Do you love trying to
new things? If so join the Cuisine Tasters in their
next outing, for more information, please call
Gabi at 617-788-1098
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In Memorium: Shirley Powers 1969-2021
"There are many things I’ve admired
about Shirley over the years, some of
the most memorable are her steadfast
loyalty to her friends and family, her
love of the kitchen, and her uncanny
ability to tell it like it is. Shirley was an
all-around people person, centering
her life around the relationships that
were most important to her. I feel so
lucky to have listened to so many
stories that recapped her life and the
people that she felt made it whole.
Shirley was always trying new recipes,
concocting snacks for afternoon
activities, and always went back to the
drawing board smiling, even if a recipe
didn’t turn out exactly how she
wanted it to. Shirley never gave up on
anything or anyone-- and that’s what
I’ll remember most about her. I often
find myself thinking of Shirley, but
find great comfort in knowing I’m not
the only one that misses her. Her
spirit, legacy, and stories about her live
on at Center Club and will do so for
years to come."
-Molly Rose

My mind is at ease; a message
for Shirley
by John Gardner

My cooking for you was very
much my song, the life I lived
was healthy and strong!
My mind is at east, my soul is
at rest, remembering all at the
club makes me feel truly
blessed!
So farewell to the mountains
high covered snow;
So farewell to the hills and
green valleys below; farewell
to the forests and fields
covered with mud, and
farewell to the rivers with her
white raging suds!
Keep cooking my dishes such
as fish, corn and peas,
knowing I have left with you
mind right at ease.
Keep living and laughing, and
realizing your dreams, and
one day we will all be together
again.

Untitled
by: Shirley Powers
Out of despair comes
a woman we call dare
She dares to care
Seeks and finds hope
Steers Clear of the
streets and dope.
Although she finds it
hard to cope,
She won't give up- to
that she'll say nope!
What keeps her
going?
A friend called hope

"I loved how she would
have her
cooking events and
bring in recipes to share
with members"

“ALWAYS HAD A SMILE AND THOUGHTFUL,”
“SHE HAD A GREAT SENSE OF HUMOR AND HAD A GREAT LAUGH”

PULSEBEAT
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Contributors:
Michael Barker, Alan Baptista, Anne Brennan,
Lynn Campbell, Helen Cheltenham, Rose Dipiro,
Kok Win Chu, Jacques Fleury, John Gardner,
Lee Guerrero, Scott McConnell, Christine
McGrory, Adan Palacios, Kathleen Sifuentes,
and Robert Sollenberger
If you would like to contribute to the Pulsebeat, may it be an article, photo, or
drawing, feel free to speak to Gabi at 617-788-1098
CENTER CLUB IS A CLUBHOUSE FOR ADULTS WITH
PSYCHIATRIC DISABILITIES. SINCE 1959 WE HAVE BEEN
DEDICATED TO THE PRINCIPLES OF SELF-HELP, PEER
SUPPORT, AND EMPOWERMENT. WE OFFER A SAFE AND
SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH MEMBERS OF
THE PROGRAM CAN WORK TOWARDS BUILDING
MEANINGFUL LIVES, CONNECTING TO THE LARGER
COMMUNITY, ASSUMING VALUED ROLES IN THE
COMMUNITIES OF THEIR CHOICE, AND ULTIMATELY
LIVE AS INDEPENDENTLY AS POSSIBLE.
Center Club
31 Bowker St
Boston, Ma 02114
617-788-1000
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